International plant network

CombiPack®
Improved process efficiency and enhanced
supply security for your reel wrapping needs.
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A tough market requires
smart solutions
Protect one, save nine
Paper is a strong but delicate material which requires appropriate protection
for transport: the paper must arrive at its destination in perfect condition.
This is especially valid as transport distances grow and as each reel might
be handled as many as 20 times on its way from the paper machine to the
end user. To cover the cost for one rejected reel, a paper mill has to produce
and sell 9 new reels. Mechanical and moisture damage are the most frequent
reasons for returned material.
With the implementation of advanced techniques and improved operating
routines, damage frequency has been reduced significantly over the last
30 years. Nevertheless, 0.25% of the annual production of paper reels is still
lost due to physical damage.
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The wrapping of the reel is designed to protect the product until it arrives
at its destination. In terms of cost, the wrapping itself only accounts for an
average of 0.5% of the paper sales value – a small proportion considering the
influence it might have on the economic value of the packed material. Proper
wrapping and adequate reel handling are indispensable for maintaining the
value of the paper – thus security of supply of the wrapping material is key.
Using inappropriate material as a replacement runs the risk of damage
during transport.
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Mondi, your full-service provider
in paper packaging
Mondi, as one of the leading producers of paper and
packaging materials, understands this responsibility and
aims, as a full-service provider, to create solutions for
our customers’ success, delivering exceptional value in
a sustainable way.
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Typically longer transport and multiple cargo h
 andling
require stronger wrapping. The strength properties of
wrapping are also important when packing jumbo
reels. Correct reel handling through the whole transport
chain is also essential as even the strongest wrapping
cannot protect the reel from handling which is too
rough. Your Mondi partners have long experience and
are trained to help you to select the most suitable and
cost-effective wrapping solution for your business.

Special Substrates
(e.g. Nonwovens, Aluminium foil)

With our CombiPack® product range we provide clear advantages:
Product Expertise

Added Value Services

Based on our long-standing experience, we are able to produce optimum
wrapping solutions that protect paper efficiently at every stage of shipping
and storage. This includes knowledge about the most appropriate paper
grades, consistent product quality and continuous mapping of our offer to
market requirements, e.g. changing transport regulations in
relation to the friction level of end discs.
Product

Our portfolio encompasses advanced services like CombiPack® Value Plus
and CombiPack® Value Ultra. These solutions allow you to benefit from
additional warehousing and services while reducing working capital and
personnel cost.

Expertise

Added Value
Services
Combi Pack ®

Security of Supply

Supply

Our integrated business model ensures optimal access to
Security
high-quality raw materials. For our customers, this means
a reliable supply situation and faster reaction times to changing market conditions. Dual sourcing from our plants in Steti and Örebro
means shared knowledge, consistent quality standards and reliable backup when flexible solutions are required. Our backwards-integration allows
us to provide the full range of base materials, ranging from Kraft Papers to
Kraft- and Testliners.
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Process
Consulting

Process Consulting
Material cost optimisation
This service is an integral part of our product offer and helps
you select the right product. We match your requirements
on functionality with the right material composition. Our
experienced staff also offer consulting and training for reel
handling to minimise the risk of damage to your product.

Process cost optimisation
With CombiPack® Optimum as an additional service, we assess the wrapping
line settings to determine the optimisation potential (wrapping turns optimisation) and help you to find the most economical wrapping width set-up
based on the number of wrapping line backstands (reel width optimisation).
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Reel Wrapping Grades
We are able to offer the entire spectrum of reel wrapping
qualities and thus optimum solutions for protecting against
shipping damage or rough handling. Our experts always
find the best suitable materials for our customers’ individual

Wrapping Excellence

wrapping needs, relying on our wide range of backwardsintegrated base papers, ranging from Kraft Papers and
Virgin Containerboard to recycled materials and Testliners.

CombiPack® 1

High-quality paper manufacture is no guarantee for success –
the paper reel must also arrive at its destination in perfect
condition. Modern high-speed printing facilities, corrugators
and other large converters are finely tuned operations with
zero tolerance for variations in paper properties.

Mechanical strength

Within this category, we classify qualities especially developed to meet the highest demands in protection against
mechanical damage and moisture. This quality is ideal for long-distance transportations, a high number of handlings
and reels with large dimensions.

CombiPack® 2

1. Excellent barrier
• T
 he moisture barrier maintains the right level of moisture
inside and protects the contents from the outside.
• 
Wrapped products are protected from dirt and other
hygiene hazards.

Mechanical strength

CombiPack 2 is the optimum material if excellent moisture barrier, as well as optimum mechanical protection, are
required for regular transport conditions.
®

CombiPack® 3

Water Vapour Transmission Rate (WVTR g/m /24h)
2

Mechanical strength

CombiPack® 3 provides reliable protection against both moisture and rough handling, ensuring a cost-efficient selection
of materials. This product is especially suited for less demanding transport conditions.

As wrapped materials, transport conditions and handling
demands are incredibly varied, wrapping concepts and
material compositions need to be defined for individual

Mechanical strength

Due to the special conditions in infrared wrapping stations, a special polymer coating is required. Our HotWrap product
provides a special polymer coating developed to ensure optimum heat sealing properties for these applications.

End Discs
EuroDisc Standard
• Outer End Disc coated with special polymer layer to ensure perfect heatsealing.
• Excellent protection of reel ends against mechanical damage during transport and handling.
EuroDisc Friction Extra
• Outer End Disc with anti-slip treatment for increased friction.
• Improved safety for demanding conditions during road and rail transport.
All grades are suitable for spiral and conventional wrapping method
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100 mm, 36%
90 mm, 33%
80 mm, 29%
70 mm, 26%
60 mm, 22%
50 mm, 19%
45 mm, 17%
40 mm, 15%
35 mm ,13%
30 mm, 11%
25 mm, 9%
20 mm, 7%
15mm, 5%
10 mm, 4%
5 mm, 2%

4. Branding opportunities

needs. This also ensures reliable solutions with maximum
strength but lowest possible material consumption. Contact
us for more information!

HotWrap

• A
 s shown in the chart below, surface damage to a depth
of 50 mm on a paper reel with a diameter of 1,000 mm
causes material waste of 19% of the reel weight.

• Our reel wrapping materials are available with flexoprinting
in up to four colours and reel width of 3.15 m.
• Printed reel wrapping means the customers’ brand can
be shown clearly, thereby emphasising market presence.

2. Outstanding runnability
• O
 ur technology and experience ensure that wrapping
materials are engineered in accordance with the de
manding dynamics of our customers’ packaging lines.
• Our long-term relationships with major machine manu
facturers mean that our customers get exactly the right
solution for their individual needs.

3. Mechanical protection
• A
 s we produce a wide range of backward-integrated
base papers, we are able to offer the entire spectrum of
reel wrapping qualities and thus optimum solutions for
protecting against shipping damage or rough handling.

5. Handling safety
• T
 he reels carry the identity of the producer and also
product information such as unwind direction.
• Printed reel wrapping improves safety.
Printing on the other end
of reels helps to identify
separate reels in the warehouse and forklift drivers
can grip more easily in the
right place to move the reel.
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Our added value services provide sourcing

convenience and enhanced supply security
CombiPack® Value Ultra – Mondi’s ultimate convenience solution offers a full service concept including Forecasting,

Based on our long-standing experience in the paper business and relying
on our fully integrated value chain, we translate these advantages into
measurable profits for our customers. The development of new business
models is an integral part of our strategy to create win-win situations with
our partners.
Our added value services are designed to reduce forecasting and sourcing
risks as well as process cost for our customers. They represent increased
convenience and improved security of supply as well as optimised efficiency.
CombiPack® services are available for all wrapping grades. Our service
packages allow you to select the right setup for your wrapping supply:

Planning, Real Time Warehousing (Call-Off or Consignment Stock). Value Ultra is Mondi’s all-inclusive product offering, with
the highest level of service, ensuring security of supply.

CombiPack® – Value Ultra
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Service Level
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Our services:
Consumption Forecast
Raw Material Planning
Production Planning
Shipment Planning
Mondi‘s
Production

Inventory in stock

✔ CombiPack® product including
BOM (Bill of Materials) Optimisation
✔ Forecasting and Planning
✔ VMI (Vendor Managed Inventory) Warehousing
✔ Call-Off stock or Consignment stock
✔ Management of direct deliveries

CombiPack® – Value Plus

Service Level

✔ CombiPack® product including BOM Optimisation
✔ BMI (Buyer Managed Inventory) Warehousing
✔ Call-Off Stock or Consignment Stock

CombiPack® – Value

Service Level

Process optimisation
consulting services:
• Reel width alignment
delivering immediate and
measurable benefits.
• Wrapping turns optimisation
with potential material savings
of up to 10%.

CombiPack® Value Plus – offers significant reduction in your working capital and the storage space needed, and delivers
a higher level of service. Buyer Managed Inventory Warehousing and Call-Off Stock (or Consignment Stock) are both covered
by Mondi in this package.

CombiPack® Value – the economic solution for straightforward ordering. Depending on customers’ demands, the first
and biggest cost saving potential lies in using the correct wrapping. Using a wide range of base papers, the most economical
reel wrapping can be designed by our experts, resulting in cost savings up to 10%.
In addition, our consulting service helps you to detect optimisation potential, and finds the most efficient reel width for your needs:

CombiPack® Optimum – optimisation of direct product costs. CombiPack® Optimum is composed of two elements:
CombiPack® Optimum is
available for all service levels:

1. Wrapping turns optimisation
A half wrapping turn protects just 50% of the reel and doesn’t provide full, reliable protection. Therefore we always assess
wrapping line settings to determine whether we can optimise this part of the wrapping process. By optimising the wrapping
turns, potential material savings of up to 10% are possible.

2. Wrapping reel width optimisation
✔ Standard deliveries based on standard orders
✔ Delivery time confirmed per order
✔ Available on per-order and on contractual basis
✔ BOM Optimisation

100 - 150 mm crimping overlap is necessary to guarantee proper sealing of the outer-end discs with the reel wrapping, but
each further centimetre is additional waste and should be minimised. Due to ongoing changes in final reel widths, the reel
wrapping width should be reviewed every two years based on the latest trend.
To calculate the most economical wrapping with set-up based on the number of wrapping line backstands, all our specialists
require is the number of wrapped reels per reel width over the last 6-12 months.
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